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Meme Of The Week- 
Eli

Upcoming Movies- Chase

DISNEY  Review- Christian

Disney, the second largest movie 
company EVER. Behind Columbia 
Pictures or course, however they are 
catching up, VERY fast. With them 
buying the MCU a few years back, and 
now buying FOX, they are slowly taking 
over the movie production universe. 
But is this a bad thing? Not technically, 
you see. Disney isn’t a bad movie 
company, they make good movies, sure 
they ruined Star Wars, but they haven't 
ruined Marvel yet! We will see how they 
do with Deadpool though, while he may 
remain rated R, that doesn’t mean Disney 
will keep him the same amazing 
character he has been for the first three 
movies. And the live action princess 
movies aren't horrible, they aren't good by 
any means, but they aren't bad. Just as 
long a they don’t make Will Smith the 
Genie in Aladdin, Disney is a pretty good 
company!

Dang it….

One of DISNEY’S classics DUMBO 
Is back on the big screen March 
29 2019 also tim burton is the 
director so you know it will be 
good. Ps it also has danny 
devito so there is that to. 
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Schedule of Events - David
March 21: NWEA Testing math,NO Drama 
Club,P/T Conference
March 25: Nwea Testing  science
March 26: P/T Conference, MS Softball @ 
Branson 4:30

State of the Week- Brad
Arizona

There is a possible 25 years in prison for 
cutting down a cactus.

Donkeys cannot sleep in bathtubs.

When being attacked by a criminal or 
burglar, you may only protect yourself with 

the same weapon that the other person 
possesses.

NBA Scores of the week 
By Gabe
Nets-113 beat Cavaliers- 
107, Bulls-108 beat 
76ers-107, Jazz-114 beat 
Pelicans-104, Suns-107 
beat Knicks-96, 
Celtics-111 beat Kings- 

109, and Nuggets- 115 
beat Lakers-99

Student Survey- Caleb
This week I did a 
survey on which kids 
prefer the Green Goblin 
or Mr. Greenhaw, with a 
score of 15 to 8 Mr. 
Greenhaw wins. Congrats 
Mr. G your students 
love you. 



National Days of the 
Week- Kason
Monday-National Napping Day
Tuesday-National Plant a Flower Day
Wednesday-National Earmuff Day
Thursday-National Potato Chip 
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                                                       Birthdays

 Mar.12-                        Mar.13-           Mar.15-
Ryan BeAndrews         Luis Lopez      Jackson Duvall
Ethan Becker                                       Gavin Maulorico
Gabriel Hernandez                              Tristen Maulorico
                                                                                                        
                                                                                                               By: Grace Cooper

Superhero Fun Facts- Kyle

There was a superhero called Green 
Lama, who was a practicing 
Buddhist. This is all that O could find 
on him. He practices Buddhism and 
fights crime.

Sci Fi Animal of the Week-Braylon
The snrafe is a snake and a giraffe that lives in Africa. They eat leaves 
and small rodents. It is not venomous and they live underground in 
tunnels made by ground squirrels after they eat the squirrels. They are 
warm blooded and will attack if they have to. They make okay pets, but 
take a lot of care.

       
                                        



Marvel Media- Hayden Kaniowski

 

The new trailer for Avengers Endgame 
came out over last week.This trailer gives 
us new dialogue and new scenes to give 
fans excitement and the final scene gives 
fans chills. 
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(THIS IS NOT A REVIEW, I AM 
DISCUSSING A TRAILER)

Pokemon Sword and Shield (Nintendo 
Switch)

Only two weeks after I review Ultra 
Sun and Ultra Moon, Nintendo releases a 
trailer for the coming generation 8! Sword 
and Shield looks pretty cool, at least in 
setting. I really like the regal buildings 
combined with the brass machinery. It gives 
off an interesting steampunk vibe. In the 
trailer, a sort of arena thing is visible. I expect 
it’ll be just as underwhelming as Battle Royal 
or any of the other gimmicks, but it’ll be fun to 
see what happens. In my opinion, the starters 
are complete trash. Their designs are boring, 
their names are lazy, and Scorbunny is the 
SIXTH fire-type mammal starter across the 
series! Overall, I’m not thrilled with the Sword 
and Shield trailer, but there’s much more to 
see down the road.
My Hype for Pokemon Sword and Shield: 

4/10

Staff Member of the Week- Katie
This weeks staff member of the week is…….
                       Mrs. Deb 
Her favorite color is purple.
Her favorite food is Kentucky fried chicken.
Her favorite sport is baseball, and she loves the Cardinals. 
Her favorite hobby is grading, and she loves all of her students!


